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Disclaimer:
Note: This is not an exhaustive listing and does not address every operational consideration for all amusement rides or devices. Each
amusement ride or device is unique, and these best practices may not apply to all types of equipment. Owner/Operators are responsible
for the safety of their own amusement rides and devices. IAAPA assumes no responsibility for safe operation but offers these best practices
to members for consideration.

INTRODUCTION
The issue of guest behaviour across the visitor attraction industry has become an increasing challenge to
attraction operators and particularly so where passenger carrying amusement rides/devices are available
to members of the public and such devices rely upon passengers complying with relevant safety
instructions.
Prior to the introduction of the latest generation of ride design safety standards e.g. ISO 17842:2015, EN
13814:2019, previous standards assumed the full co-operation of members of the public in terms of
behaving in a responsible manner and following all safety instructions provided to mitigate potentially
hazardous situations or residual risks where it is was deemed reasonable to rely upon passenger
compliance rather than address via ride/attraction design.
With the advent of the aforementioned new ride design standards, there are now prescriptive requirements
for both ride manufacturers and attraction operators to undertake Design Risk Assessments (DRA’s) and
Operation and Use Risk Assessments (OURAS) to anticipate foreseeable patterns of passenger
misbehaviour and where possible address via ride design/technical controls rather than operational
coping strategies which by their very, nature can often be ineffective and difficult to implement. That is not
to say that Operational/Procedural Controls should not be implemented but rather that sole reliance upon
them may not be sufficient to reliably control adverse guest behaviours.
This publication is intended to assist designers/operators of visitor attractions and ride manufacturers to
identify the most common foreseeable patterns of unsafe visitor behaviour and potential risk mitigation
solutions for these. The content of this document is not intended to be exhaustive but rather to provide
best practice guidance on the basis of experience from across the wider industry. Many of the risk
mitigation measures referenced below are above the normal industry standards and may not be
appropriate or necessary in all circumstances and for legal compliance purposes.
In publishing or making this guidance available, IAAPA EMEA is not undertaking to render professional
or other services for or on behalf of any person or entity, nor is it undertaking to perform any duty owed
by any person or entity to someone else. Anyone using this document should rely upon their own
independent judgement, or as appropriate seek the advice of a competent professional in determining the
exercise of reasonable care in any given circumstance.
This guidance document may be revised or withdrawn at any time

1.

Terms and Definitions
The following terms are used within this document and have been paraphrased from the EN/ISO
standards for ease of reference:
Attraction/Amusement Device
Anything provided for the entertainment of a member of the public including rides, inflatables, slides,
simulators, games etc.
Behaviour
A non-passive physical activity or movement made by a guest including all reactions to internal and
external stimuli.
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Child
A person aged from birth to 14 years.
Controller
The person or organisation having overall control of the attraction or amusement device.
Fence
A structure designed to restrict or prevent movement across a boundary. It may also prevent persons
falling from height or moving into a position of danger. (The term barrier also has the same meaning)
Foreseeable Misuse/Behaviour
This is the use of a ride/attraction in a way not intended by the designer or controller and which results
from reasonably predictable behaviour. This may include irrational or improbable behaviour arising from
anxiety or a low perception of risk (e.g. children or persons with cognitive impairments).
Guest
A person who interacts with an amusement device. (The term Visitor also has the same meaning)
Hazard
The potential for harm e.g. fall, trip, struck by ride vehicle etc.
Operator
A competent person appointed by the controller to be in charge of the operation of an amusement device
when it is available for the public.
Operation and Use Risk Assessment (OURA)
A document, produced by the controller that details all of the considered risks inherent during all modes of
amusement device operation and the means taken to mitigate against them.
Passenger
A person using an amusement device.
Passenger Containment System
A system comprising one or more components, e.g. seats, footwell, handrails and passenger restraints
designed to prevent passengers moving outside of a predefined area on a ride, either as a result of ride
forces or the behaviour of the passenger. (The term Ride Vehicle also has the same meaning).
Passenger Restraint
A component part of the passenger containment system moved into position and used to hold the
passenger in one position or prevent movement of all or particular parts of their body. Passenger
restraints include shoulder/lap bars, seatbelts etc.
Platform
A horizontal or inclined surface raised above the level of an adjacent area (typically used for loading,
unloading and evacuating passengers).
Ride
An amusement device or similar equipment designed to be in motion for entertainment purposes with
members of the public on it or inside it. This may include slides, swings, dodgems but excludes nonpowered children’s play equipment
Risk
The probability of harm from a particular hazard being realized. This is function of probability and severity
of the harm in question.
Safety
The freedom from unacceptable risk of personal harm.
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Hazard Analysis of Guest Behaviour on Attractions/Rides
As a starting point, it is useful to determine the patterns of guest behaviour at each point in the guest journey
(see figure 1 below) and for each individual attraction/ride. These behaviours may vary due to a number of
factors including but not limited to guest demographics, cultural influences, age, ride types, design of
facilities etc.
Figure 1

The basic hazard analysis process is outlined Figure 2 below and an example proforma to use for this
purposes is given at Figure 3 below:
Establish Component Parts of Guest
Journey Through the Attraction/Ride
•
•
•
•
•
•

Queue line
Preshow
Loading
Ride/Attraction Cycle
Post Show
Exit
(Note: Not all above components
may be relevant)

Do the Behaviours Identified
Warrant the Implementation of
Further Control Measures?

NO

No

Identify Reasonably Foreseeable
Adverse Guest Behaviours at
Each Part of the Guest Journey

Develop and Implement
Appropriate Technical and/or
Operational Risk Mitigation
Measures to Adequately
Control Guest Behaviours and
Associated Risks
Yes

Periodically Review
(i.e. where changes or incidents)
rise
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Performing the hazard analysis is a very easy task and entails simply observing guest behaviour at each component part of the guest journey for the respective ride/attraction.
This should ideally be done by or in conjunction with persons who are fully familiar with the operation of attraction concerned. Any reported/recorded injury and near miss
incidents arising from historical guest behaviour should also be taken such that any significant trends can be taken into consideration.
Figure 3 below is a simple pro-forma which can be used to record your hazard analysis and is a four step process as follows:
1. Establish the relevant component part of the guest journey
2. For each component part record the reasonably foreseeable guest behaviours (see section 4 below for examples)
3. For each foreseeable guest behaviours place an x against the existing technical and operational controls in place
4. Where deemed necessary record the additional technical & operational control measure required (see
section 5 below)

Figure 3
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4.

Ten Most Common Foreseeable Misuse/ Behaviours
The following represent the most common types of unacceptable visitor behaviour which are both
foreseeable and also may potentially put them at significant risk of injury as a direct consequence:

(i)

Climbing over ride area perimeter fencing or otherwise entering ride areas (i.e. via station
platforms, ride area gates in queue lines etc.) to retrieve personal items (e.g. mobile phones).

(ii)

Deliberately attempting to defeat ride restraints/disregard passenger safety instructions and exit
ride vehicles prematurely (i.e. outside of designated load/unload positions) or whilst ride is in
motion.

(iii) Falls from standing or moving around inside ride vehicles/boats whilst in motion where passenger
restraints are not fitted (e.g. water/boat rides).
(iv) Guests (particularly children) falling from ride platforms into track wells (i.e. in gaps between
carriages of ride train or infront/behind ride vehicles parked in load/unload positions within stations)
due to lack of attention/confusion or poor behaviour.
(v) Falls from sitting on or climbing over/through queue line fencing (particularly children).
(vi) Loose items falling from ride vehicles/passengers due to guests not securing them correctly as
instructed (e.g. using mobile phones/cameras to film ride experience).
(vii) Taking too long to embark/disembark from ride vehicles e.g. on rotating load turntables,
continuous transit systems on dark rides/cable cars/water rides etc. where load time is limited and
has safety implications.
(viii) Children and others climbing on themeing/structures not designed or intended for such purposes
and with consequent fall hazards.
(ix) Guest placing arms/legs outside of ride vehicles whilst in motion.
(x) Guests running/misbehaving within queue lines and other areas.

5.

Risk Mitigation Strategies for Common Foreseeable Misuse/ Behaviours
Conventional Operational (i.e. procedural) Control measures relevant to poor or unsafe guest
behaviour may include:
•
•
•
•
•

Ride staff training and awareness.
Reporting/recording of adverse guest behaviour related injury and near incidents for trending
purposes.
Use of CCTV monitored by staff to allow appropriate reaction (i.e. E-stop, PA
announcements, staff attendance etc.).
Use of ride PA system (i.e. pre-recorded and ad hoc safety announcements).
Ride entrance safety information boards and strategically located safety signage.

Examples of Technical and Operational Risk Mitigation Strategies/Controls for each of the common
foreseeable misuse behaviours listed in section 4. above are given in the Appendix below. These
examples are provided for illustrative purposes only and generally focus on the less conventional
means of control (i.e. not specifically prescribed within EN/ISO/ASTM design standards) and
excluding the operational controls listed in the bullet points above. Additional controls over and
above those listed in this document may also be appropriate
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APPENDIX
Foreseeable Misuse/ Behaviour No.1
Climbing over ride area perimeter fencing or otherwise entering ride areas (i.e. via station
platforms, ride area gates in queue lines etc.) to retrieve personal items (e.g. mobile phones)

Technical Controls

Cantilevered & extended height queue line fencing to prevent guests climbing into ride area

Secondary fencing of low track elevations
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1.8 metre high mesh fencing in vulnerable/high risk areas
(e.g. adjacent to queue lines where guest dwell time may be significant)

2 metre high level meshed/anti-climb fencing of high risk ride brake area where
dropped personal items may be visible and an allurement to illicit guest entry

High level meshed/anti-climb fencing of high risk vertical drop ride track section
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First and second line of defence, the second line is a chain link fence
overgrown with plants and lies on a small elevation
(so this fence becomes higher than its original 1.3 metres).

If during the dispatching procedure a guest enters the ride area and walks through
the light screen, the ride will stop immediately (emergency stop).
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Electrical interlocks on all ride platform entrance/exit gates and ride area entry gates so ride cannot be
dispatched if gates are open/unlocked
As an alternative to electrical interlocks shown above, the below is an example is a simple mechanical
Castell/Trapped Key Interlock System to prevent a ride being dispatched with any ride area access gate in the
open/unlocked position
Access into restricted ride areas is controlled by a castell captive key system that is positioned within the
operator’s cabin (see Figure 1 below)

Figure 1

All gates into the restricted rides areas have an interlock gate latch (see Figure 2 below) that can only be
opened using an interlock gate latch release key from the ride operator’s cabin (see figure 1 above)
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Figure 2

Gate latch release keys can only be removed from the operator’s cabin when the Master key is removed from
the home position & inserted/turned in the top position above the gate latch keys.
The Gate latch release key is then inserted & turned in the Gate latch to release the key in the gate latch. The
gate can now be unlocked. The Gate latch release key can only be removed from the latch when the gate is
locked & the latch key is back in the locked latch.
The Master key cannot be removed from the release position & put back into its home position until all the
release keys are back in the control cabin –only when the Master key is in the home position can the ride be
dispatched (see figure 3 below)

Master key
home location

Figure 3
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Operational Controls

Safety Signage on Ride Area Perimeter Fencing

Additional Operational controls may include:
• Staff training and awareness.
• Immediate reporting of illicit ride area incursions to ride operator.
• Staff positions (with E-stop) dedicated to monitoring of ride specific CCTV.
• Pre-opening checks to ensure all ride area access gates are closed and locked.
• Formal procedure for collection of loose items (e.g. mobile phones) dropped and visible inside
ride area.
• Lock off Tag Out procedure for staff entry into ride areas (i.e. to retrieve personal items etc).
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Foreseeable Misuse/ Behaviour No.2
Deliberately attempting to defeat ride restraints/disregard passenger safety instructions
and exit ride vehicles prematurely (i.e. outside of designated load/unload positions) or
whilst ride is in motion.

Technical Controls

This containment modification involving “teeth” which sit on passengers laps was
designed/retrofitted to prevent persons from being able to extricate themselves from the
original single communal lap bar on this 5m high drop tower ride.

Additional containment elements added to prevent
passengers being able to defeat restraint system
and exit ride vehicle

Seat divider added to prevent a passenger from
exiting ride vehicle when adjacent seat is
unoccupied prematurely. (i.e. moving sideways out of lap
bar containment – particularly if adjacent lap bar is fully
lowered onto seat creating extrication gap )
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Old communal lap bar replaced with individual passenger lap bars to improve restraint of children when sat
adjacent to larger adult/person

Operational Controls

Signage at ride entrance points and within ride vehicles

Physical Restraint/Lap bar checks by staff

High Quality Ride Operator CCTV and
interventions
(i.e. E-Stop, PA Announcement etc.)
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Foreseeable Misuse/ Behaviour No.3
Falls from standing or moving around inside ride vehicles whilst in motion where
passenger restraints are not fitted (e.g. water/boat rides.)

Technical Controls

Rapids boat with retrofitted gate system

Alton Towers River Rapids boat prior to
2019 safety containment modifications

Alton Towers River Rapids 2019 safety containment modifications

Seatbelts to prevent passengers standing in boats/slides
(The effectiveness of these may be limited if they can be defeated and/or released by passengers)
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Operational Controls

Conspicuous “No standing or changing seats” signage inside ride vehicles/boats

Ride PA announcements/system to warn passengers to remain seated throughout ride cycle.

Additional Operational controls may include:
• Rescue equipment and staff training to safety retrieve passenger(s) who enters water.
• Additional staff monitoring/CCTV positions for “vulnerable” ride area locations.
• Removal of water cannons and other interactive features which encourage
passengers to stand or move around inside boats/ride vehicle.
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Foreseeable Misuse/ Behaviour No.4
Guests (particularly children) falling from ride platforms into track wells (i.e. in gaps
between carriages of ride train or infront/behind ride vehicles parked in load/unload
positions within stations) due to lack of attention/confusion or poor behaviour.

Technical Controls

Boarding extensions fitted to air gates to prevent passengers being able to access
space between carriages and/or move along platform edge

Tensile fabric panels installed to prevent passengers exiting on wrong side of
station (ie where onload/offload is from same side)
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Track well “man safe” catch netting

Metal plates which fill gap between train and platform edges

Gap Protection barrier
between ride carriages in station

“Pop Up” Gap Barriers between carriages
(these raise into position once train
is stationary in station home position and lower
immediately prior to dispatch)
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Below track infill grating

Under track infill grating/boarding

Between track rails infill grating

absorption
Under Track Fall/impact
On track light curtain/sensors
safety matting to detect obstructions (i.e. fallen person)

Hinged/soft material platform edge end baffle

Platform edge highlighted tactile Flooring

Operational Controls
Additional Operational controls may include:
• Batching passengers to control number of persons on platform.
• Ride staff operated gates (including air gates) to time limit access to open ride platform.
• Adequate station platform lighting.
• Directional signage (e.g. painted footprints on flooring to designate correct route to take to
ride vehicle).
• Staff physically positioned at vulnerable locations to access to fall points
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Foreseeable Misuse/ Behaviour No.5
Falls from sitting on or climbing over/through queue line fencing (particularly children)

Technical Controls

Pergola structure to prevent access to low track section
& secondary (i.e. children on adult shoulders etc.)

1.3m picket style fencing to prevent sitting on fence
raised section to low track point

Anti-sit and anti-climb fencing (additional height of 1.3m deters sitting)

Anti-sit queue line/ride area fencing
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Three examples of poor fencing design

Operational Controls

Staff reacting to adverse behaviours and informing guest of associated risks to prevent recurrence

Use of scenery, games and photo opportunities as well other means of queue line
entertainment to deter boredom/misbehaviour

Additional Operational controls may include:
• Avoid positioning of litter bins and other items next to fences which children may use to climb onto/over
fencing.
• Ensure that queue line shortcuts are opened at off peak times to deter running, climbing over queue
racks and limit dwell times in queues.
• Use of CCTV to monitor guest behaviours in queues etc.
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Foreseeable Misuse/ Behaviour No.6
Loose Items falling from ride vehicles/passengers due to guest not securing them
correctly as instructed (e.g. using mobile phones and cameras to film ride experience)

Technical Controls

Overhead falling object protection netting where track passes over public walkway/area

Operational Controls

Ride Platform storage for bags/loose articles
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Loose article signage

Pre-boarding guest searches (e.g. UK London Eye, Hulk Ride at Universal Studios, Florida )
Additional Operational controls may include:
•
•
•

•

Provision of conveniently positioned lockers to allow guest to keep loose items off ride.
Ride staff monitoring guests for loose items during onload process and physical restraint checks.
Ride Operator observing ride vehicles on lift hills etc. via CCTV and stopping ride if loose articles are
seen.
Advising passengers via signage, PA announcements or staff interventions to secure loose
items during onload procedure and in queue lines.
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Foreseeable Misuse/ Behaviour No.7
Taking too long to embark/disembark from ride vehicles e.g. on rotating load turntables,
continuous transit systems on dark rides/cable cars/water rides etc. where load time is
limited and has safety implications.

Technical Controls

E-stop trip cable on boat ride rotating load/unload platform

Turntable with yellow marking to differentiate between fixed platform and rotating turntable.
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Operational Controls

Verbal and gestural communication by staff

Pictorial signage or video screens explaining
loading procedure
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Foreseeable Misuse/ Behaviour No.8
Children and others climbing on themeing/structures not designed or intended for such
purposes and with consequent fall hazards.

Technical Controls

Barriers to deter access/climbing by children onto themed elements

Fall protection netting/grating
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Operational Controls

All staff must remain vigilant and challenge guests who climb onto structures

Safety signs on themeing or other structures where climbing is foreseeable
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Foreseeable Misuse/ Behaviour No.9
Passengers placing arms/legs outside of ride vehicles whilst in motion

Technical Controls

Leg brace modifications to prevent/limit passengers ability to place leg outside of ride vehicle and exit the
restraint system

Padded structures designed to encourage guest to keep arms inside ride vehicles
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Brush to deter passengers from putting hands into water on boat ride

Operational Controls

Conspicuous safety signs (including pictograms) at ride entrance/loading points and inside ride vehicles
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Foreseeable Misuse/ Behaviour No.10
Guests running/misbehaving within queue lines and other areas.

Technical Controls

Metal checker plate and timber flooring should not be used without suitable ant slip treatment (particularly outdoors)

Anti-slip surfaces on stair treads and colour contrasting of stair nosing’s/edges

Low weight anti-slip GRP decking for use in wet areas

Colour contrasting of differing floor levels to reduce trips
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Anti-slip and Impact absorbing safety surfaces (i.e. to EN1177) for dry and wet children’s play
equipment/areas

Operational Controls

Chicane style queue racks to avoid long straight
section’s to reduce likelihood of running inside
empty queue lines

Portable slip hazard warning stands

Staff can amend length of queue lines and control
guest flows which may be empty thereby
encourage running

Periodic slip testing of high traffic areas to ensure
slip resistance is maintained
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Copyright Notice
A product developed by the IAAPA EMEA Safety Sub-Committee with the support of Merlin
Entertainments.
This document is protected by copyright and is meant for the sole use of IAAPA membership. You
may not sell, alter or further reproduce or distribute any part of this document to any person and in
any manner or format. Where provided to you in electronic format, you may only print from it for your
own private study and research. Failure to comply with the terms of this warning may expose you to
legal action by IAAPA for copyright infringement.
This document and its content is copyright of IAAPA EMEA.
© IAAPA EMEA 2020 All rights reserved.
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